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We present in this letter a free-energy approah to the dynamis of a uid near a nano-strutured
surfae. The model aounts both for the stati phase equilibrium in the viinity of the surfae
(wetting angles, Cassie-Wenzel transition) and the dynamial properties like liquid slippage at the
boundary. This method bridges the gap between phenomenologial phase-eld approahes and more
marosopi lattie-Boltzmann models.
Visous dissipation is a major problem in miro or
even nanouidi systems [1℄. Large pressure gradients
are indeed neessary to produe a signiant ow at small
sale. This eet is well illustrated by the Poiseuille law
relating the ux to the size of the dut: for a ylindrial
dut of radius R, one an hek that the ux dereases
like R4 when a given pressure gradient is applied. The
Poiseuille law is however obtained by assuming no-slip
boundary onditions (BC) for the liquid at the walls,
and reent experiments have shown that this might not
always be the ase [2℄. In the presene of partial slip BC,
one an expet the situation to be less penalizing, spe-
ially if the slip length assoiated to the boundary is of
the order of the dut radius or even larger [3℄. Super-
hydrophobi surfaes have thus attrated a onsiderable
interest reently as potential andidates for highly slip-
ping surfaes: if the liquid is repelled by the surfae, one
an imagine that a thin layer of gas (air or vapor) at the
surfae ould produe a lubriating eet. The situation
is however more omplex sine natural or artiial super-
hydrophobi surfaes are extremely rough: roughness is
indeed a key ingredient in superhydrophobiity, sine it
favors the trapping of air or vapor bubbles at the bound-
aries [4℄. This eet is due to apillarity, and the question
to understand the oupling between the three ingredi-
ents, hydrodynamis, apillarity and surfae roughness
is a true hallenge. From the experimental point of view,
the situation is still very ontroversial, with measured
slip lengths varying on several orders of magnitude [3℄.
It is thus ruial to have numerial models able to inves-
tigate the stati and the dynami properties of a uid at
a strutured boundary.
Several approahes have been onsidered (see [3℄ for
a reent review), ranging from moleular dynamis at
the nanometri sales [5℄ to hydrodynami models (in-
luding the lattie-Boltzmann approah [6℄) at mironi
sales [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄, and a very reent phase-eld
model at intermediate sales [13℄. The method we shall
onsider in this letter is intermediate between phase-
eld phenomenologial approahes, not aounting for
the speiities of the gas phase (low visosity and high
ompressibility) and the more marosopi lattie Boltz-
mann approahes. It aounts expliitly for a possible
liquid-vapor oexistene in the viinity of a strutured
surfae, and also aounts for an hydrodynami ow with
liquid slippage at the surfae. This model is able to re-
produe both stati properties suh as wetting angles or
Cassie-Wenzel states, but also to predit the eetive slip
lengths of strutured interfaes by aounting expliitly
for the low visosity gas layer that forms at the bound-
ary. Moreover, this approah gives aess to the intrusion
dynamis of the uid inside the pores of the strutured
surfae, whih is an important phenomenon when the
liquid is submitted to large pressures.
The model is onstruted as follows:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = −C
(
δΩ
δρ
)
or = C′∆
(
δΩ
δρ
)
(1)
is the transport equation for the loal density eld ρ(r, t),
where t is time and r denotes the position; v(r, t) is
the loal veloity eld and Ω[ρ] = F [ρ] − µ
∫
ρ(r)dr is
the grand-potential funtional assoiated to the thermo-
dynami equilibrium between the liquid and the vapor
phase (F [ρ] is the free-energy). ρ is thus a physial order
parameter here, and not simply a mathematial objet
to identify the phases as in usual phase-eld approahes
[13℄. The onvetive transport of the density eld is in-
luded in the left term, while the loal thermodynami
equilibrium is ontained in the right terms: the rst writ-
ing orresponds to the Allen-Cahn model [14℄, interest-
ing for the study of the phase diagram (non-onserved
dynamis, xed hemial potential µ), and the seond
writting is the Cahn-Hilliard model [15℄, orresponding
to a more realisti onserved dynamis, that we shall use
to investigate the non-equilibrium properties. C′ is re-
lated to the moleular diusion onstant D in a bulk
phase by the relation: D = C′f”(ρ) where f” denotes
the seond derivative of the bulk free energy f(ρ) at the
bulk density ρ. In this work we used D = 2300µm2/s
in the liquid phase, to math the auto-diusion on-
stant in pure water (D = 2270µm2/s). The free energy
funtional is F [ρ] =
∫
dr
{
f(ρ) + w
2
2 |∇ρ|
2 + ρV
wall
(r)
}
,
with f(ρ) = k
B
Tρ
{
log
(
ρb
1−ρb
)
− 1
}
− aρ2 the free en-
ergy density of the bulk van der Waals theory (a is the
mean eld attrative energy between two atoms, and
b is the lose paking inverse density) . The square
gradient term aounts for the natural thikness of the
liquid-vapor interfae and gives rise to the surfae ten-
sion γ
LV
= w
∫ ρ
L
ρ
V
√
2(f(ρ)− µρ+ P )dρ [16℄ where P is
the bulk pressure, ρ
L
and ρ
V
are the oexisting liquid
and vapor densities respetively. w is related to the in-
2terfaial thikness. V
wall
(r) is the interation potential
applied by the wall. Equation (1) has to be solved with
the orresponding equation for the veloity eld:
∂ρ
m
v
∂t
+∇ · (ρ
m
vv) = ∇ ·σ− ρ∇
(
δF [ρ]
δρ
)
+ f
wall
, (2)
where ρ
m
(r, t) is the loal mass density (ρ
m
(r, t) =
Mρ(r, t), with M the moleular mass), σ = η(ρ)(∇v +
∇vt) is the loal visous stress tensor (with η(ρ) the
shear visosity). Although more aurate presriptions
an be onsidered, we use in this work the simple ansatz
η(ρ) = ρ
m
ν, where the kinemati visosity ν is assumed
to be the same in the liquid and the vapor phase. The se-
ond term −ρ∇
(
δF [ρ]
δρ
)
is the thermodynami fore eld
applied by the density eld ρ(r) to the ow. This term
ontains both the ompressibility of the uid, xed by the
van der Waals theory, and the apillary fore when inter-
faes are present. The last term of equation (2) aounts
for the interation with the wall.
We shall now disuss the interations between the uid
and the wall. The two elds ρ(r, t) and v(r, t) are de-
ned in the whole parallelepipedi resolution box, and
are thus dened and solved inside the walls. While the
stati properties of the wall are ontrolled by V
wall
(r)
(expulsion of the uid from the wall and wetting prop-
erties), the boundary onditions for the veloity eld are
ontrolled by f
wall
. A prerequisite for a orret desrip-
tion of the dynamial behavior of the liquid at super-
hydrophobi surfaes is to model properly the intrinsi
slip properties of the liquid on a at solid surfae. Our
presription for f
wall
ensures partial slip BC in this ase.
These boundary onditions orrespond to the ontinuity
of the tangential stress σ‖z at the uid/solid interfae:
σ‖z in the uid equals −λv‖(zs), the frition stress ap-
plied by the wall, where z is the normal diretion, ‖ the
tangential diretion under onsideration, λ is the frition
oeient and v‖(zs) the slip veloity at the wall (z = zs).
The partial slip BC thus expresses:
v‖(zs) =
1
λ
σ‖z =
η
λ
∂v‖
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=z
s
= b
∂v‖
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=z
s
, (3)
where b = η/λ is the slip length, and η is the shear vis-
osity of the uid. If b, η and the slip veloity are known,
the stress at the interfae is −ηv‖(zs)/b.
The bare interation between an atom of the wall and
an atom of the uid is the Lennard-Jones potential in
our model: V
LJ
(r) = 4ǫ
[
(σ/r)12 − (σ/r)6
]
. The global
potential applied by the wall on a single atom of the uid
is V
wall
(r) =
∫
ρ
wall
(r′)V (|r′ − r|)dr′, where ρ
wall
(r) is
the density of atoms in the wall (assumed to be a on-
stant inside the wall and zero elsewhere), and V (r) is
the bare interation potential [V
LJ
(r)℄ multiplied by the
pair distribution funtion between an atom of the wall
and an atom of the uid. The main property of this
pair distribution funtion is to vanish when r → 0 sine
two atoms annot overlap, while V
LJ
(r) → +∞ in this
γ
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Figure 1: Shemati views of the systems under onsideration.
limit. The produt of these two funtions thus goes to
a well dened limit in r = 0. As a result, the poten-
tial energy inside the wall is large, but nite. We shall
denote by V
ut
this energy and use the simple ansatz:
V
wall
(r) = min(V
ut
,
∫
ρ
wall
(r′)V
LJ
(|r′−r|)dr′). This pre-
sription xes the interation to be of the Lennard-Jones
type lose to the boundary with the uid, and to be V
ut
inside the wall. V
ut
xes the value of the uid density
inside the wall, hosen to be negligible as ompared to
the density of the vapor phase (ρσ3 . 10−3). In this
limit, the results beome independent of V
ut
.
The fore eld f
wall
exerted by the wall on the uid is
hosen as a frition fore:
f
wall
= −kǫρ(r)v(r)
∫
dr′
{
ρ
wall
(r′)e−
3
2
(r′−r)2
σ
2
}
. This fore is proportional to the interation energy ǫ
between the solid and the uid [3, 17℄. This presription
enabled us to reprodue orretly the evolution of the BC
with the wetting properties. In partiular, we obtain a
transition from a no-slip BC in a wetting situation (θ ∼
0 ◦) to a partial slip BC with b ∼ 10 nm (depending on
the value of k) in a non-wetting situation (θ ∼ 120 ◦).
The two equations (1) and (2) an be solved numeri-
ally on a regular lattie (ubi unit ell in 3D or square
in 2D) with periodi BC at the edges of the resolution
box on the appropriate quantities, as we shall disuss.
The wall is dened in the resolution box by the funtion
ρ
wall
(r). We onsider a slab geometry orresponding to
a uid onned between two walls, the bottom wall is
textured with a periodi struture (renels in this study),
while the top wall an either be strutured in stati stud-
ies (Fig.1-), or planar in dynami situations (Fig.1-d).
The density ρ(r) is periodi in the slab (x-y) diretion,
but also in the z diretion sine it goes to a onstant value
(nearly vanishing) inside the walls. The veloity eld is
periodi in the x-y diretion, but not in the z diretion
where a linear shear v
s
(r) is applied. In this ase, the
periodi BC is taken on u(r) = v(r) − v
s
(r) in any di-
retions. By using a simple Euler sheme, equations (1)
and (2) an be solved iteratively starting from an initial
onguration for ρ(r) and v(r) . Taking advantage of the
3periodiity of ρ(r) and u(r), we use an impliit method
in the Fourier spae to improve the numerial stability,
but simpler shemes an be used as well.
To illustrate the ability of the model to aount for the
small sale physis of the interfaes, we onsider two situ-
ations. The rst study orresponds to a stati ase, where
v
s
(r) = 0. The wetting properties an be probed ei-
ther by measuring the ontat angles of a drop plaed on
the surfae, or more simply by measuring the three sur-
fae tensions of the liquid-solid (γ
SL
), vapor-solid (γ
SV
)
and liquid-vapor (γ
LV
) interfaes. The model presented
here gives a diret aess to the free-energy or the grand-
potential (an advantage ompared to moleular simula-
tions); the surfae tensions an thus be measured diretly
by onsidering a uid onned between two strutured
walls as depited in Fig.1-. Provided the distane be-
tween the walls is large ompared to the typial relax-
ation length of the density prole, the walls an be on-
sidered as independent. The relaxation length sale of
the density prole is given by the interfaial thikness w,
and we use a distane between the two walls of the order
of 50w , whih ensures an aurate determination of the
surfae tensions.The liquid-solid [resp. vapor-solid℄ sur-
fae tension is measured by starting the simulation with
a liquid [resp. vapor℄ phase between the walls. For planar
interfaes this presription is very eient and the two
surfae tensions an be measured in the full range of vari-
ation of the interation potential V
LJ
, whih is done by
varying ǫ. From these two quantities, and the knowledge
of γ
LV
, the ontat angle with the planar surfae an be
alulated through the quantity Γ = γSV−γSL
γ
LV
. Γ orre-
sponds to cos θ when |Γ| ≤ 1 and is an inreasing fun-
tion of ǫ (attrations favor wetting of the liquid phase).
We shall onsider Γ rather than ǫ in the disussions, sine
the ontat angle is the experimentally relevant quantity.
When the wall is not planar, and has a renel shape as
depited in Fig.1-a, the situation is more omplex sine
various states an be observed. We used in this ase
two dierent types of initial ongurations: Wenzel states
orresponding to a monophasi system, or Cassie states
orresponding to a diphasi situation (see Fig.1-). Of
ourse, the equilibrium result should not depend on the
initial state, this presription gives us however a way to
probe metastability in the system. The wetting prop-
erties of the strutured wall an be measured as well by
determining the eetive surfae tensions γe
SV
and γe
LV
for
the equilibrated ongurations, the variation of the orre-
sponding wetting parameter Γe is plotted in Fig.2. This
gure illustrates very well the Cassie-Wenzel transition
between the imbibed and super-hydrophobi states [4℄.
Moreover, several important features an be noted from
these results: rst we observe a strong metastability, with
the presene of superhydrophobi metastable states, and
next, we observe an asymmetry in the wetting properties
when we go from the non-wetting region to the wetting
one. The marosopi model desribing the transition
between Cassie and Wenzel states is ompared to the nu-
merial results in Fig.2. This model is quite aurate in
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Figure 2: Wetting properties of a renelated surfae (see text
for details).
the non-wetting region, whih is not a surprise sine we
have the same geometry: the interfaes are planar at o-
existene. In the wetting regime on the ontrary, we ob-
serve disrepanies with the marosopi theory. The dif-
ferene omes from orner eets: the interation poten-
tial between the uid and the wall has partiular values
at the orners that generate a orner energy. These or-
ner eets are mainly visible when a liquid phase lls the
renels (wetting situation), in gas phases the low value
of the density leads to negligible ontributions. If ǫ
U
and
ǫ
D
are the exess free-energies in the liquid phase at the
upper and the lower orners (see in Fig.1- the points U
and D), the Wenzel theory an be modied as follows:
Γe = Γ(1 + 2d/L)− 2
ǫ
U
+ ǫ
D
Lγ
LV
(4)
where ǫ
U
and ǫ
D
are measured independently. This
theory reprodues very well the eetive ontat angle
(Fig.2). Please note that ǫ
U
and ǫ
D
are not onstant,
they vary slightly with cos θ, whih is visible in Fig.2.
We now turn to the dynamial properties of the sur-
faes. The dynamis of a uid lose to a textured wall
an be aounted for using eetive partial slip BC (3),
where both the slip length b and the hydrodynami po-
sition of the wall z
s
are unknown. For a smooth sur-
fae, it has been shown that the BC applies at about one
moleular layer inside the uid, for both no-slip and slip
ases [17℄. However for superhydrophobi surfaes, it is
not lear where the BC should apply. In this work we
therefore measured both b and z
s
, by probing our sys-
tem using both Couette and Poiseuille ows [17℄. The
geometry of the system orresponds to Fig.1-d), where
the top wall is planar and the bottom one is strutured.
This hybrid geometry allows for the determination of the
eetive boundaries for both the planar and the textured
interfaes at the same time. The gure orresponds to
a Couette ow, for whih the top wall moves with a ve-
loity U perpendiular to the renels, while the bottom
wall is xed. The Poiseuille situation orresponds to xed
walls, but a pressure gradient is applied. We shall inves-
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Figure 3: Evolution of the slip length b with the reess δ of
the menisus inside the renel, for a ow perpendiular to the
renel. Inset: Evolution of the shear plane position z
s
as a
funtion of δ. For the SH surfae, z
w
is dened as the top of
the renels.
tigate the variation of both b and z
s
as a funtion of
the liquid pressure. Rather than the pressure itself, we
an equivalently x the average density in the slab by
using a onserved dynamis, and measure the pressure
afterwards. We shall use δ , the reess length of the liq-
uid in the renel (taken from the top of the renels, as
depited in Fig.1-d), as the ontrol parameter. δ an
either be negative or positive. The slip length of the
planar (bare) liquid-wall interfae is taken to be around
13 nm at oexistene, and is observed to vary very weakly
with pressure (Fig.3). On the ontrary, the slip length of
the strutured wall varies in larger proportions, between
35 nm for the upper limit down to 0 for the lower one.
Pressure has the eet to redue slippage, and even to
anel it. The eetive slip length rosses the bare one
when δ

≃ 2 nm, and is lower above. This result is largely
independent of the renel depth sine the depth we on-
sider in the present simulation (30 nm) is large ompared
to the rossover length δ

.
To onlude, the model presented here is very exi-
ble and an aount for omplex BC. Although we fo-
ussed on renelated walls, we an treat any type of ge-
ometry, 3D shapes suh as posts or random surfaes, or
oni shapes to model surfaes oated with nanotubes
[18℄. The dynamis on renelated surfaes revealed the
strong sensitivity of the eetive slip length to the reess
of the menisus δ inside the renels, anelling slippage
as soon as δ ≃ 2 nm. This ritial value inreases with
the periodiity L, although it remains a small fration of
it. However, inreasing L is not neessarily a good idea
sine the orresponding intrusion pressure will derease.
Although nanostrutured surfaes have lower slip lengths
than mirostrutured ones in general, the slip properties
resist better to pressure. There is thus a ompromise to
nd between slippage and pressure resistane.
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